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MUNIDASA KUMARATUNGA'S CONTRIBUTION
TO SINHALESE LINGUISTICS
Sarathchandra Wickramasur iya

Ever since his death in 1944, (and even during the latter part of
his lifetime), Munidasa Kumaratunga 1 has been a highly contro-
versial figure in the Sinhalese literary world. However, Kumaratunga's
most important achievement, his valuable contribution to Sinhalese
linguistic studies, has not so far been subjected to any serious,
detailed assessment. It is readily conceded even by Kumaratunga's
most vehement critics, that he was one of the greatest classical
Sinhalese scholars of the 20th century;" but his eminence as a
great pioneer and revolutionary in the field of Sinhalese linguis-
tics has so far remained unrecognized, a perhaps for two reasons:

Sarathchandra Wickramasuriya, M. A. (London) is a lecturer in the Dept. of English,
University of Ceylon, Peradeniya,
1 Munidasa Kumaratunga was born on July 25, 1887 at Dikhena in the Matara

district. He entered the Training College for English teachers in Colombo in
1907, and, on passing out, was appointed Head Teacher of the Government
School, Kadugannawa, in 1909. In January 1917, he was promoted to the rank
of Inspector of Schools. Subsequently, he became Principal of the Training
Colleges at Nittambuwa (Sept. 1927) and at Balapitiya (1929). Kumaratunga
relinquished the latter post to become the editor of the Lak Mini Pahana, a
Sinhalese newspaper, and two literary journals, Subasa (Sinhalese) and The Helio
(English). He died on March 2, 1944. at the relatively early age of 57.
For a sketch of Kumaratunga's life and a complete bibliography of his works
(comprising 118 items). see Kumaratutiga Munidiisa, Ed. Sitinamaluwe Sumana-
ratana, (Colombo; Peramuna Press, 1955) pp. 355·69.
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("Everyone should acknowledge without debate the fact that Munidasa
Kumaratunga should receive an important place among the Sinhalese scholars of
modern times").

- Dr. S. Paranavitana, Sitinamaluwe, op. cit., p. 9.
!i!ll5'l':;,e:l 2:{!Eh6!!il0G:lo~e:l25) 6cll5"l~ SoIDC tn,&ll,U o~~tI'l 25)J::j oe):51z;/25):li3.

("Munidasa Kumaratunga the great scholar will live as long as the Sinhalese
language lasts").

- Dr. G. P. Malalasekera, Sarasavi Sandaresa, March 5. 1948.
~t:5l w'C~~lll 8oIDC~Z;; a~d OWbQ~ G'9~c;)~® SoIDC oroD6~l •.•

("The greatest Sinhalese scholar to have been born among the Sinhalese in
modern times").

- Ananda Tissa de Alwis, Lanka, March, 1946.
3 c. f., however,
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(" Above everything else, the name of Munidasa Kurnaratunga will be remembered
by future generations in connection with Sinhalese grammar.")

-- Editorial. Nuvana , 15 March, 1944.
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(I) the paucity of trained linguists and of up-to-date works on
modern linguistic theory and practice in Ceylon; and (2) the
'puristic' and 'prescriptive' aspects of some of Kumaratunga's
writings on Sinhalese grammatical usage.

Consequently, at the present time in Ceylon, the most. widely
prevalent "image" of Munidasa Kumaratunga is that of a linguis-
tic dictator, a 'purist' who ignored the language of current usage
and tried to foist upon his contemporaries the outmoded Sinhalese
literary style of the 13th century, together with its now-obsolete
verb forms, syntactic patterns, the characteristic use of the sound
qL [li1, and the use of the suffix -~z:;i [-ek] in the indefinite forms of
inanimate nouns. 1 Among a small minority of his followers, now
collectively referred to as the 'Hela Havula '," on the other hand,
Kumaratunga is revered as a great critic, poet, commentator,
philosopher, polemicist and nationalist. and also as the final,
omniscient authority not only regarding problems of Sinhalese
grammar, but also on classical Sinhalese literature, ancient Sanskrit
literature, and even poetics.!

Kumaratunga's contribution to Sinhalese grammatical studies is
embodied in
(1935). Kriyii
The first of
Sangard, the
composed (in

three important works: Sidat Sangarii Vivaranaya
Vivaranaya (1936), and VyakaralJa Vivaranaya (1938).
these is an elucidation-cum-critique of the Sidat

'standard' grammar of Sinhalese? which had been
verse) around the 13th century." As clearly indicated

I 13 Elzn (ll!ll Elb.~",Z) .@8~ SS8"'t9 ID'~' ~e:lb",.e"",2S"! @Z),!Il!:i)' 0(6& OCll6~ q7(lEl
Db15l@,Z) fj),.,El c; "'l:ile4D?() ~~@~ ~@)6~!:i!'G> @ID!N t:ilG 1DE)G>!!il'Cf>(l;),E) Zl"" r!J
@!Otsloatm C.c;:O!G>CIl C@t:ilUW ",a lBD ~t:il 2516e S@,El 'Z'W::>~CIl.
("Owing to Kurnaratunga's intense desire to shape the contemporary language
in close accordance with ancient grammar without paying due regard to the
linguistic changes effected since the 13th century, his interest amounted to an
extremism which should be called an obsession or madness").

- Editorial, Dinamina, 3 March, 1944.
I The literary group termed 'Hela Havula' was formed in 1940. Vide Sitinamalu-

we Sumanaratan a, op. cit., p. 363.
a Ibid .• pp. 68, 105, 158, 220, 285.
4- "The only standard Grammar of the Sinhalese" - Larnbr ick, quoted by James

de Alwis, The Sidat SarigaralVa, (Colombo: Ceylon Government Press 11152),
p. cclxiii.

S For details regarding the authorship of the Sidat Sangarli, see J. de Alwis,
op, cit., p. 1 ff.; W. Geiger, A Grammar of the Sinhalese Language, (Colombo:
The Royal Asiatic Society, Ceylon Branch,1938) pp. 6-7; W. F. Gunawardhana,
Siddhiinta Pariksanaya ; 1924) pp. 16-18; M. Kurnaratunga, Sidat Sangarli
Vivarat;aya, (Colombo: Anula Press, 1935) 3-12; and R. Tennakoon, Sidat Sanga-

a. (Colombo: M. D. Gunasena and Co. Ltd., 1962) pp. ix-Iix,
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by two chapters named Prosodial Magic (~8~8 q~",6 chapter II)
and Figures of Speech (e~6 q~"'6, chapter 12) which had no
ostensible connection at all with descriptive grammar, this treatise had
probably been intended as a manual of style and versification for
contemporary versifiers. J. At the time when Kumaratunga wrote,
the Sidat Sangarii had been elevated to such an eminent position"
that it was considered sacrilegious to criticise it, S in spite of the
efforts of Mudliyar W. F. Gunawardhana who had made a forth-
right critique of the first two chapters, concluding that he had
"found that... as a scienti fie manual, the book is really hopelesss "."
The contemporary attitude towards the Sidat Sang ar ii is clearly
indicated by Kumaratunga in his Preface:

'8.:;zsi ~c,~6JEl ~id.e;"'t. e<nH~€h~ G'~e6~2rl ~82rl 2m62S)e<G'< "'z.
ee 8o<nG El)5J~66'" onl!iG'?:lf 6C3Zii "'I. 663 cHtl G'~Q2i ~E)~ $0:5"25'3

~@) q)6($s:f63 ~G'1!l2:5)t'C3 "'?t) qt2S)t~2rl 82S)2S) e8~ 8. '8.:;.d Qti.,6JU
~bU$2S):fIDS "'t, E)53~66 (QJ~~G'",63 $2:5)J(3 930tl", "'I.' ",m @)2S)'"

(S)?:lf2S)~2S)C)~El66'" ~~¥ e,"'t Wtz1il"'t.

("The Sidat Sangarii is of long standing; it has been composed
by a venerable Buddhist monk; we learned our Sinhalese grammar
from this work; to point out even a single defect in it would
be a gross betrayal of a teacher" this is what certain people believe.
Criticism may be distasteful to those who hold the opinion
that the Sidat Sang ari: is omniscient and that it is the apotheosis
of grammar.)

- Sidat Sangarii Vivaranaya, Preface, p. 12.

In this contemporary literary set-up. Kumaratunga's criticism
of the "dear national monument consecrated by traditions of six

J. "At the end two other chapters are added by way of appendix, one treating
on Prosodial Magic, and the other on Figures of Speech" - Gunawardhana,
op, cit., p. 27.

• "The reader must now be convinced of the great place the Sidat Satigara
occupies in Sinhalese literature, that great hold it has on Sinhalese imagination
and the high position it holds in the world as the great grammar of the
Sinhalese language" - Gunawardhana, op, cit., p. 18.

• c. f. "I am quite aware of the terrific storm this examination (i. e. of the Sidat
Sa1gara) will raise, especially in the less informed ranks of the Sinhalese
literati. Those people have no sympathy with originality, and they have a
constitutional hatred of modern ideas if opposed to the teaching of our great
masters of old. They cannot conceive how any man of the present day can
know anything better than those masters ...•• - Ibid .• p. 24.

1 W. F. Gunawardhana, op. cir., Introduction.
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and a half centuries, and bound up with a large amount of sentiment
which has gathered round it during the last century and a half'";"
was in itself an act of great courage.

Kumaratunga's criticism of the grammatical dicta embodied in
the Sidat Sangara is almost always made on sound formal grounds.
For example, in chapter 3, verse 18, the author of the Sidat Sang ard
had classified the words qt; ('today') and ~ ~l ('that day') as inde-
clinables. Kumaratunga submits incontrovertible formal evidence as
to why the two words should not be included in this category:

8·fi)C~~tlJ 'q«';' ~~ l!»l~~~2S. qt; - q~rl - q~C) ~l!»l~ C38rl f!J
c)6l!»t~co8... '~~3' ~~ ~~Jl5)~~W ~E) t5'l~, zmc)6 t;~- a3~ t;J - q:> t.l -
c~rl (3 - €)b ~3 ~l!»3~~ ~ %51~l?!l>~C)S.

("In Sinhalese, qt; 'today' is a noun. It is inflected, in the
forms q<i 'today', q~rl 'from today', q~C) 'until today' and so
on. If ~t;l 'that day' is an indeclinable, wc)6 li:> 'which date', a3~ t;3
'the date of departure', q:> <iJ 'the date of arrival', C~rll;:> 'the
date of birth', ~b «';3 'the date of death', etc. are also indec-
Iinables")

-Ibid. p. 190.

In the Sidat Sangarii, ~@:>~ (compounds) had been defined as "the
combination of sounds (?) with several different meanings to express
a single meaning" (chapter 5, verse 1). Kumaratunga questioned, on
quite logical and formal grounds, why, on the basis of this traditional
definition, 69~m 86e& is assumed to convey 'several meanings'.
whereas 6ci 86e&, which carries an identical meaning, is said to
convey a 'single meaning':

"'69~m 86e&' ~~ l!»l25)3b"d~t, '6ci 86e&' ~~ f!JwJb"d ~t" ~~~c&
t»C)6 ~fi)a~ «,;? q~C) (?t25)3etsfeb". '69~m 86e&' "'l!» ?!l>rla3 "'&) @S
25'l3l!»3b"d?SiEl~~w0E)~. '6ci 86e&' ~l!» tilrla3b ~@s 8 ~( 25'lJl!»:>b"dtsfC)-
~~W ~ElS. '6ci 86e&' "'25) ?!l>rltlJ ~e> @s 8 ~zmJb"dtsfc)~",tsf eEl <i.
'69~m 86e&' "'25) ?!l>2rltlJb ~@s ~ @l ~2S)3b"dtsfC)e~tsf~C)S.

("Why is it said that '6gem 86e&' conveys several meanings
but '6ci 86e&' conveys a single meaning? We are nonplussed.
Whatever plurality of meaning is contained in '6gem 86e&'

- Ibid., p. 254.

j Ibid., p, 24.
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'oeS 8Bc&' also expresses the same plurality of meaning.
ever singleness of meaning is contained in 'oeS 8Bc&',
8Bc&' also expresses the same singleness of meaning").

- Ibid., p. 254

The above quotations sufficiently illustrate Kumaratunga's attitude
towards grammatical definitions-his insistence upon a scientific,
logical rigour in the definition of grammatical terms and categories,
a kind of insistence that is characteristic of the post-Bloomfieldian
school of modern linguistic analysis. Also, like all modern structural
linguists, Kumaratunga insisted that the setting up of separate gramma-
tical categories could only be justified if such categorisation or classi-
fication was based on objectively demonstrable formal differences, and
only if such a procedure helped to further the elucidation of the struc-
tural pattern of the language under analysis. Thus, he asserted that the
sub-classification of Sinhalese words into two categories termed qZi"ie:lbd
and <:P0te!) was superfluous, since such a division had no bearing what-
soever on the grammatical structure, both types of words showing
the same mode of inflection as well as usage:

qZi"i€Jb6 qJOte!) "'25) .:;e; G'tnt;c.5 ~ 8~d ~eJ030'€Jtl3 .;2:ll"~~ €J:xm::il6~c.5C)
ltj~®25)J c.5t. qZ>i€Jb6 ~Gc.5Z;;-l0'rn:l qJOte!) [l0''''Zi"i 0'rnJ €J(25) {cl30'®tl3e;0'Cl;)/IJ
~c.5mf G'e:J 25)@), o~ 0'c.5~G'®tl3 e;@Cl;)/lJG'c.52Sl'G'e:J25)@), 0'0 0'rn<,;c.5~ CCil25) ®25)J
®t "'t· 66)Zi"i<';m125)tz5J 0'rn8Zi"i G'@l :5)ti)@> ®t Q)o~.

("The sub-division into the two categories qZi"i€lb6 and <p6tc.:l,
too, is unnecessary for the grammatical analysis contained in
the Sidat Sangard, If belonging to either of these subcategories
indicates a difference in inflection or in usage, this difference,
too, should certainly be studied. But since that is not the case,
this is mere dead weight").

- Ibid., p. 127.

One of the guiding principles in all Kumaratunga's work was
that each language possessed its own unique system of grammar,
which could be deduced only through analysis of actual usage (but,
unfortunately, for Kumaratunga, 'actual usage' meant not contempo-
rary usage, but classical Sinhalese usage). At numerous points in
his elucidation of the Sidat Sangard, he demonstrates, conclusively,
how the author of the traditional grammatical treatise was led to
make incorrect linguistic statements about Sinhalese because his
purpose had been to fit Sinhalese grammar into the grammatical
frameworks of Sanskrit and Pali:

'0®Zi"i' 1510325) 0'c.5:lCil0'",tl3 gd®J ©rn2:ll"25)uZi"iZil0~c:J2Sl' C)o@Zi"iw D6
8·~CG'c.5S 0'25)JC{G'@Zi"i25)~. c;v5bn;j?1"l (CB<;€J25)e;@?j) Cil!!51)O<;c.:l C)elQ)z;iw
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e3& Ct0'@~510':5l" el{ ~<. q;53cl Q&, <~~~)cl!S) ~<;~ @~~® 2S)® tJ
0'~d.g(!J~w (!J2S),(!;'El, B61~8. ~~ elC0t; 0'<;z:ii<l3 B53~ GEl2S)C&GD •••

fJoc&zmJi3) @~G)w 9GdG)~25i @e~ 80tDC Bl5l51' 251c.:l®1:£1i3el,9~Gcd' 0'ee;)
@CJ ~ElD 0'@@wl'Ji :5)~& ~Bel Ell:5) 6<l3~0'Elz£).

("The indeclinable G®cl 'as, like' never occurs in combination
with a noun in case 1 (Nominative) in Sinhalese. It always
occurs with a noun in case 2 (Accusative). " If the practice is
to use the noun in case 2, it is not an exception but the rule ...
In Sanskrit and Pali the usage differs ... The setting up of
grammatical rules following the usage in Sanskrit and PaU
blindly is like prescribing medicines for the daughter after
having diagnosed the ailments of the son").

- Ibid. p. 101-2

After demonstrating, on formal grounds, that it was necessary
to stipulate a neuter gender for Sinhalese nouns, (the Sidat Sangard
indicates the presence of nouns of two genders only, Masculine and
Feminine). Kumaratunga goes on to say:

G@8cl G~~ ~~@d (30G) El:l:lElro~o~ 8g@~ El, 8~l'Ji eroOJ t:llJo~25'l'@G:l'
&i3)c.:l q;bo~ Elt6~ @El8. 80we El:l:lElm~6~ 9~S ~@~ @2S)l 8B2SifJ~.
O:be~Eli3)~6@~<l3 z£)~t~~W ~8 ~@&cl El:l:lJzm6~ a~~w @<;~cl2S)D
~t@ 0'llS)~i3)0@) q<l325l26)O<; ~~ @I!> ~trot~8 @26)0'08.

("This shows, therefore, that the opinion of the author of the
SMa! Sangard regarding the use of gender in Sinhalese is \com-
pletely erroneous. It indicates clearly how detrimental it can be
to attempt to enunciate grammatical rules in mere imitation of
statements found in the Bdldvatdra, without having considered
Sinhalese usage in sufficient detail").

- Ibid. p. 70.

This modern attitude towards linguistic structure is expressed not
only in the Sidat Sangarii Vivaranaya, but in all Kumaratunga's works: it
is the over-all principle which, perhaps intuitively grasped, helped
Kumaratunga to liberate himself from bondage to Sanskrit and Pali
grammar and to seek for Sinhalese a type of grammatical analysis
that uniquely suited the language under description:

q~ e38d 2lil@ ~di3'l'Ji t!! tDJ¥lElDd @~ tD~.)ElDd tDtr£3 tslO~ ~?m(o El2S)
eta @t(~G®W 0'2S)J0'D, q~ tDJlIIlElD tzlti)J @)t 9~9 e(2@El@ @eo)~J,

G)(~®8.
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("What we have to do is not to attempt to see how far (the
grammatical analysis) conforms to this language or that, but to
discover the system that best suits our own language").

- Subasa, Vol. 1, No.T. July 10, 1939.

S.elJCc.50 Elmw6~C-' ~i~i8C-' elSielSi SOelJC ElnElrm6C-' B0t8e@)25), ~ocl-
Watll (!:lJmw ElnJ2li'l6~ @Z>'!0",Z>'! e~c1ge6!)~ @2:5)JeEl.

("It is by scrutinising Sinhalese usage that a grammar for
Sinhalese has to be supplied, not by scrutinising Sanskrit and
Pali grammars").

- Sidat Sangar d Vivar anaya, pp. 215-6.

Kumaratungas criticism of the Sidat Sangarii was not merely
an attack on the 13th century grammatical treatise, but the express-
ion of a completely revolutionary attitude in contemporary lingui-
stics, for all the works of Sinhalese grammar up to Kumaratunga's
time were mere paraphrases or slavish imitations of the Sidat Sang ard
or works based on English grammar (e. g. Pada Nltiya by Weragama
Punchibandara, 1888; A Comprehensive Grammar of the Sinhalese
Language by A. M. Gunasekera, 1891; Vydkarana Mon jariya by
H. Jayakody, 1900; Sinhalese Grammar by D. E. Johannes, 5th
Ed., 1916; Sabddnusasanaya by Simon de Silva, 1928; and Sinhala
Bha~iiva by Rev. Theodore G. Perera, 1932).

Even as a commentator, Kumaratunga stands head and shoul-
ders above earlier commentators of the Sidat Sang ard, for his
was neither a word-by-word paraphrase of the original text, nor a
purely destructive enterprise. In most cases where Kumaratunga
rejects a grammatical dictum in the traditional treatise, he him-
self suggests an alternative method of analysis. often more formal,
logical, or economical. Often, too, he clarifies and elucidates
obscure or vague statements in the Sidat Sangard. Nor does he
look upon the Sidat Sangard as being completely valueless (as
Mudliyar W. F. Gunawardana had done); in spite of all its in-
accuracies, he declares, the Sidat Sangarii embodies valuable insights
in to Sinhalese grammatical structure, which could be brought out
by a detailed, logical. and impartial scrutiny, similar to the one
he himself attempted:

BEl6~eC-'Z>'! S.:;lSi ~W6l eele~§3 qBa6zj)J~6 ~tll elJi<£l"'t, at~lcl~l.
8'Q tllLm <;tllelJi~c.5i. 0Z;)J ai~id~i e~ !5)(Z>'! <;tll elJl.<£l",I.'.. 8.elJC6CJ83
~"'@ Eln)~6~ B:53C-'<; 958 tllZ>'!~ e:>8251q~~lm!5) tl}{zSi eEl8.
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("By detailed criticism, the obscurities of the verses of the
Sidat Sangard may be understood; by criticism also, its praise-
worthy features as well as its shortcomings may be known ...
At relevant points, the inherent grammatical rules of Sinhalese,
too, can be gleaned from it").

- Sidat Sangarii Vivar anaya, p. 12.

In 1938, three years after the publication of the Sidat Sangarii
Vivaraiiaya, appeared A Grammar of the Sinhalese Language, by
Prof. Wilhelm Geiger, published by the Ceylon Branch of the
Royal Asiatic Society. It was a typical product of the type of
linguistic theory and practice in vogue at the time in Ceylon (and
abroad), designated "Historical Philology" or "Etymological Gr a-
mar". The author of this grammar was then occu pying the exalted
position of Chief Editor of the Dictionary of the Sinhalese Language.
taken in hand in 1935. At that time, philologists had not evolved
a technique for dealing with syntax historically or etymologically,
and the Grammar turned out to be, inevitably, not a synchronic
grammar in the modern sense of the word, but a work on the
evolution of Sinhalese morphology. The author himself was in fact
obliged to admit the omission of a section on syntax which he
rather lamely attributed to 'insufficiency of space':

"It will perhaps be regretted that I have omitted to treat
the Sinhalese syntax in this grammar. But an exhaustive treat-
ment of the subject was not possible within the space available
for the present work. It cannot but be postponed for a
later occasion".

- p. xiv.

Needless to say, the "later occasion" never materialised, and the
syntax referred to never appeared in print. However, Kumaratunga
was perhaps alone at the time in understanding that diachronic
linguistic studies of the type represented by Geiger's grammar,
however intrinsically interesting they may be, and however valuable
as "contributions to the storehouse of human knowledge", could
never be adequate substitutes for what Sinhalese needed at the
time, that is, synchronic studies based on actual current linguistic
usage. Kumaratunga's exhaustive criticism of Geiger's work, in 13
parts, may be found in the pages of Subasa , the journal Kumaratunga
edited, from 24th July, 1939 to 5th February, 1940. Kumaratunga's
critical attitude towards the method of Historical Philology currently
in vogue in 'enlightened' linguistic circles in Ceylon may be gauged
from the following statement:
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"Whatever they (i, e. Geiger and the followers of his school
of Historical Philology) say is prefaced by a scholarly digres-
sion on the most modem Science of Comparative Philology.
Is not this Science that does not help one to compose a Sin-
halese sentence correctly, as valuable as somebody's science of
modern cookery that does not teach one to cook a little rice?"

- Subasa, Vol. 1, No.4, 8th January, 1940.

Not only did Kumaratunga show that philological studies (as
represented by Geiger's Grammar) could never take the place of
descriptive grammar; he also demonstrated-with a single devastating
example-the dangers of attempting to trace the origin of Sinhalese
words to their cognate forms in the 'parent' languages, Sanskrit and
Pali. Geiger's efforts were directed towards tracing the etymology
of every Sinhalese word to its Sanskrit, Pali, or Prakrit origin,"
but Kumaratunga contended that Sinhalese, like any other language,
possessed a certain stock (large or small) of words of purely
native origin. Geiger's derivation of the Sinhalese Gtl:lJCJ ('leopard')
(Geiger, Grammar, p. 42) provided Kumaratunga with the necessary
ammunition to ridicule the entire method of Comparative Philology:

"The word @tl:lJCJ must somehow or other be derived from
Sanskrit, Pali or Prakrit. The Professor fingered the great
lexicons of Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit. In none of them did
he find for the leopard a name beginning with tl:l. The
Professor was bewildered. Can such a thing happen? Gtl:l,CJ

must somehow or other be derived from one of those great
languages. The Professor began again to explore the lexicon,
this time to find a name with tl:l and C) in it, not for the
leopard itself but for any kind of wild beast. His attempt
was crowned with great success ... , His face beamed with real
joy ... What made him so elated? It was the Sanskrit noun
@E)JI1lc>a [kroftr] which means, not exactly a leopard, but another
wild beast-a jackal. The leopard is a wild beast. The jackal is
also a wild beast. It is true that there is no Sanskrit word that
has the semblance of Gtl:lJCJ and that means exactly a leopard.
But there is 0'E)JI1lc>a, meaning a jackal. G2Sl3CJ, a name of one
wild beast - a leopard, must equally be applicable to another wild

1 cf. "Prof. Geiger is out to prove somehow or other that the Sinhalese language has
been draining all along from the two great reservoirs of Pali and Sanskrit through
a Prakritic filter. Therefore whatever he does is aimed at the accomplishment
of this mission •.• " Subasa , Vol. 1, No. 13, December 25, 1939.
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beast - a jackal.. Oh! The stupid Sinhalese!. .. If not for me will
they ever happen to possess such a beautiful etymology for
their wretched word ~!lO»)o? .. Whatever it be, now, it is an
established fact that the Sinhalese leopard is a direct descendant
of the Sanskrit jackal".

Subasa, Vol. 1, No. 14, 8th January, 1940.

However, Kumaratunga was not content with the demolition of
the theory of comparative philology+ and the 'omniscient' Sidat
Sangar d hallowed by the passage of 800 years; he was, in his
Sidat Sangarii Vivaranaya and the criticism of Geiger's Grammar
in Subasa merely preparing the ground for an adequate. complete.
grammatical analysis of the Sinhalese language. Although hampered
by the lack of formal linguistic training, Kumaratunga set out, in
his own way, to provide for Sinhalese its own structural grammar,
unencumbered by etymological statements and by the grammatical
dicta of Sanskrit, Pali or Prakrit.

Fro-n the above discussion, it is clear that a formalist kind
of approach towards linguistic analysis, though nowhere explicitly
stated or fully integrated in the form of a 'linguistic theory',
begins to emerge in Kumaratunga 's early work, i. e. in his criti-
cisms of Geiger's Grammar and of the Sidat Sahgard. Kumaratunga's
insistence upon clear, mutually exclusive definitions of linguistic
terms and classes, his acceptance of formal criteria in th e setting
up of grammatical categories, his view that etymological or philo-
logical studies could never serve the purpose of synchronic and
teaching grammars, and the principle that the structure of each
language has its own unique features which would be obscured if
any attempt was made to fit it to the grammatical frameworks
of other languages, clearly indicate the beginnings of a formalist-struc-
turalist approach towards linguistic analysis. Although there is no evi-
dence that Kumaratunga had access to the works of contemporary Eu-
ropean linguists, his major concepts bear a surprisingly close relation-
ship to the linguistic theories and principles developed in the west by
such pioneers in the field of linguistics as Ferdinand de Saussure,
Edward Sapir and Leonard Bloomfield.

It remains to be examined to what extent an integrated lin-
guistic theory was formulated and applied in Kumaratunga's last two

1 "This is a strange land. Any nonsense will be a perfect science here if it is
presented in words interspersed with a few high-sounding names such as philology,
phonology, rnerphology, etc." - Subasa, Vol, I, No. 16. February 5. 1940.
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works on Sinhalese linguistics, Kriya Vivaranaya (1936) and Vydkar ana
Vivaranaya (938).

The preliminary definition of 1@c.:ll ('verb') in Kriyii Vivaranay a
is not based on formal, but notional grounds:

';h2S1Elbc!lc.:lzsJ ~~2ij0'c& "~c.:ll" 25)®Z>l' 0'@lS Cl <n2ij Ct0'Q).

("That which conveys the notion of a root is defined as verb")
Kriyii Vivaranaya, p. 1.

However, this was clearly an advance on the negative, in fact
meaningless 'definition' provided in the Sidat Sangard ("That which
is neither substance nor quality, but in association with a subs-
tance, develops out of root, assisted by the six cases, is verb">
1,23). Kumaratunga's subsequent classification and analysis of
Sinhalese verbal roots is made on a purely formal basis. Each of
the six conjugational classes he sets up has its own mutually exclusive
set of inflectional suffixes. The categories of Number, Person,
Tense, Voice and Karaka are set Up,1 and their formal character-
istics indicated. Each conjugational class is then taken up in turn,
and is provided with a list of inflectional suffixes with which each
Toot in the class may combine.> Changes consequent upon the
combination of roots with inflectional suffixes are set out, as far
as possible, in the form of (what a modern structural linguist
would call) morphophonemic rules. Exceptional forms are set forth
in a special subsection termed tJ0'(l;l(!8 Olel OlO25)c.:l. One or more
roots typical of each class are declined in full, and further exam-
ples of the membership of each class listed at the end of each
section. The derivation of nominal forms from verbal roots, a and
the morphology of non-finite verb-forms," too, are dealt with in
considerable detail. The last section of the book, Ol~ elJ~c.:l. is
a lexicon of nearly 800 Sinhalese verb stems, alphabetically arranged. Ii

Every stem in the lexicon is assigned to one of the six declensional
classes, its lexical meaning given, and all the morphological forms
it may assume in the various grammatical categories (together with
any allomorphic alternants it may assume in usage) set out, in sche-
matic form. Thus, in spite of certain shortcomings - especially the
notional criteria employed in the preliminary definition - Kumaratunga's

1 Kriya Vivaranaya, (Colombo: Anula Press, 2nd ed., 1956) pp.2-8.
II Ibid" p. 12.
J Ibid., pp. 60-85.
.• Ibid., pp. 85-106.
1\ Ibid., pp, 107-256.
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Kriyii Vivaranaya sets up a model for comprehensive linguistic
analysis, at least for one part-without doubt, the most important
part-of Sinhalese grammatical structure. This work is, in fact,
a valuable morphological study of the Sinhalese verb, embracing
not only all aspects of morphological form, but also morphophon-
emic changes, certain aspects of syntax, and the lexicon.

However, a perusal of the stems listed in the lexicon (e. g.
cef);dc, crE)~6, 25ltSJe, 8g@~, @~El, ~el3d, 0~J"'), 6t~o, c~6, BB~d
and the examples cited from classical Sinhalese literary texts" (e. g.
85~:% ~G ~Bl5l' ~J-@B0"'?Si t-'t-'<:D025'll5l' u; 8l5j 55 CC; 0~1Sl 253Zil~ 2:i)tz;)

®(Sec.::®l5j i.Fl!6'~WZi)' @9) indicates that for the most part, Kumara-
tunga utilised as his corpus the literary language employed by
Sinhalese classical writers before and up to about the 14th century
(and, of course, used by Kumaratunga himself and his followers),
and not the language used by his contemporaries, a fact which
detracts considerably from the usefulness of Kriya Vivarana ya as a
grammatical study relevant to present needs.

Kumaratunga's most ambitious work, a work of such wide scope
that it has not been surpassed nor even attempted up to the pre-
sent day, was his Vyakarana Vivaranay a, a grammar of Sinhalese,"
published in 1938. The Preface to this work indicates, once again,
that a. though the author had had no formal grounding in
modern linguistic theory and techniques, he had, intuitively grasped
many of the main principles set out and affirmed in post-Bloom-
fieldian structural linguistics. For example, Kumaratunga affirms that
actual usage should provide the corpus from which linguistic rules
ought to be deduced:

0C12:i)0~el3 q)l5)J ct-'d q25'ln IDJ~) 0'2:i):>0l5)~ZS; crt~ 5"'t ~t~ "'t.
,%3 Elnl2:i)6.f!lD~ q~ 25lt)@lC t:"'t ~i.~ ~{. 8·~C roJWJ6'0 ElnJ2:i)66~

6'~g ~Be~el3~ t-'l:Ctz£3~l: 8zs;(!>,d t!3 e:J2:i)mJd 0'25'lJ6'0. El)5J2:i)66", 25'l@l

tflJi!!lJ IDzilC!}8. e:Jd 62Sf IDJI2:>e0 f)nl~66'" t!3 t!3 ro)~J00 f))5El~J6@~z;)

~:ma!DCD 2:i)6~ Ct(0).

("There may exist many other very great languages in the world.
Their grammar may be admirably pure. But none of these
should be considered in revealing the grammatical structure of
the Sinhalese language. Grammar is linguistic usage. The

J For other illustrations drawn from classical Sinhalese texts, see pp. 50, 90, 101,
102. and 104.
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grammar of each language is determined by the usage of that
particular language").

- Vydkarana Vivaranaya, Preface, iii.

Here, Kumaratunga upholds one of the cardinal principles of modern
linguistics-that each language has its own unique system of grammar,
which can be deduced only by collating, analysing, classifying and
reducing to general rules the actual usage of its native speakers
(or writers), without being influenced by the grammatical rules of
other languages, however 'perfect' the latter may appear to be.
Indeed, Kumaratunga contended that grammar could be learned only
from actual practice. and that a grammar was the product of a
person who had made an extensive study of the usage of the
language under consideration:

g'3'~J(J) e>J~@~25"i @L C)~J2:))O~~ <ti(J)L~(!) ~L gmc&2Sl.

("The best method of studying grammar is through practice")
- Ibid. Preface, iii.

C)J:3J2:)O~ 925"i6@~:::;; l!5)~, ~t:ilC Ell:::;; g@~:im~25"i @Ll!5)e325"i e3e>L~El~-

@cD e325)(jjEl~8.

("A grammar is nothing but the considered opinion of one
who has carried out a thorough study of every linguistic usage").

- Ibid. Preface, iii.

Consequently, for Kumaratunga, the primary task of the grammarian
was to provide a synopsis of actual linguistic usage:

Om2:))O~ t:ilJO~J e3825"i t:ilb 8lSf<!n~f 2Sl@J C)!lJt:ilO~~ ~O~l!5) roJ~J@D

E)13JElmJO~ @CJ, ltbCJ, @ooJ, iSlo], 8~ @t:ilJUL c;2Sl'e3e>8.

("What the grammarian ought to do is to ascertain, collate,
review, assess, and summarise the usage of the language for
which he wishes to supply a grammar"). - Ibid. iii.

Kumaratunga attributed the incongruities and inaccuracies in the
Sinhalese grammatical treatises from the Sidat Sangarii to his own
day to the att-empts of grammarians to fit the structure of Sinha-
lese into a Sanskrit or Pali mould. The inevitable result of this
process, he pointed out, was to obscure rather than to reveal the
inheren t structure of the language:

@C'VJC!>'m:i80me El~J?J>lO6> 2S)J00~J e3Elb)J~uElQ El13J2:))O~~ ~o~25"il!5)U

lj'l!5)13 enJ~)E)CL €l13Jt:ilO~~ ge>J~ @2:))JUL m!Si1$). i:!:l8l!51' (J)!Si @le@
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Ole ~oOZSla?Sl El)llZSl6~",8. t'J ®eeC) ~6eZ5) ec~2Si ZSl6l5'iZ)C) S"'t
@to8l5'i ~8z;f0<rl' €l)5JZ5)6~~ @@(!Jto5z;f @>l 8.toe ?SlzsiEl~ El@,to~Z5)C)
Eltoe' el"'t.. .. 8otoec:>~€l c.:.@l6z5l0~2Si 0E) 2:S)@l, c:J~ 'tZ5)5 @lto)
ts:>J~)ElCt 'tl.rilel@) @ts:>:J0Z5)lel~ c:>ts:>:JqoC) 0tZ@8@lC) 2:l)61.0'~<:Si G>Z5)Jel~l.'
8.toe~C)@l1. COle 8 6z53 If''C) m::bCJ @ll C~O 0'0 Ol.25)~.

("Most Sinhalese grammarians adopted the grammars of other
languages as a criterion in trying to supply a grammar for their
mother tongue. The measure they accepted was the grammar
of Sanskrit or Pali. Since they tried to approximate as closely
as possible to Sanskrit or Pali grammar, their grammatical
treatises tended to obscure the intrinsic structure of Sinhalese
to a very great extent... Where a certain grammatical feature
exists in Sinhalese usage, the fact that it was present or absent
in other great languages was no cause for perturbation to us.
The usages exclusive to Sinhalese appeared to be the most
valuable to us").

- Ibid. iv.

Kumaratunga also upheld the view that statements about the history
of the Sinhalese race, etymology, comparative philology, the his-
torical development of the language, metrics, and "figures of speech"
should have no place in a descriptive grammar (to him, as to most
modern linguists, synchronic, descriptive grammars were primary,
and of the greatest practical value):

CJz53c:>d 'i)z53ts:>J~~ 0'ts:>:Jts:>H&J0'Dq;lzS3toJ~~ c:>to:JEl»JZSl6~Jo(.l)C:>c.:.;::;;0Z5)l~D.
d eg@C{ ~b~ o60'~~~z;f 8~J El2:lJZSl6-ero \:9l5'i0~;::;; 5(QJe ~30
q06li0c:>~z5l. • •• qe'Z5)J6~ t; ~l5'i ~Q 4; El»32:l)6~0'~25"'t @l§l6 ~ (g30~ 8.
("The history of the race or of the language is not a gramma-
tical feature. It is a crime to enlarge a grammatical treatise
by including long chapters on these subjects .. , Figures of Speech
and Metrics, too, are sciences extraneous to grammar").

- Ibid. vii.

Considered as a whole, it could hardly be asserted that the
expectations generated by the linguistic principles enunciated in the
Sid at Sangarii Vivaranaya and the Preface to Vyiikarana Viviiranaya
are fulfilled by Kumaratunga's Vydkarana Vivar anaya (1938). As
in Kriyii Vivaranaya, this work reveals Kumara tunga's considerable
labours of collation and analysis (as the author himself stated in
his Preface, the book was the result of over 27 years' labour).
Lacking a formal linguistic training, Kumaratunga had, perforce,
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not only to invent his own grammatical terminology, but also to
devise a methodology for dealing with syntax; for, up to his time,
grammar had been considered to be synonymous with morphology,
and syntax had rarely or never been dealt with by Sinhalese
grammarians.

It is in the Vyiikarana Vivar anaya that we find, for the first
time in Sinhalese, systematic treatment of grammar under Phono-
logy, Morphophonemics, Morphology and Syntax. Kumaratunga
begins with the definition of language as a collection of sentence s
- tlJJ/l&lU!ll'me unsm Q~l,.J~G~rlil. p. 2. The analysis of Sinhalese
phonology in chapter 2 appears to be considerably indebted to the
one provided by Mudliyar W. F. Gunawardhana in Siddhiinta Pariksanay a
(1924) (pp. 70-83); Kumaratunga's analysis is much more detailed
than Gunawardhana's, but it also contains several grave inaccuracies
-the result. once again, of the lack of an adequate phonetic
training. For instance, Kumaratunga makes such statements as,
that all Sinhalese vowels are voiceless, qo rlil:..:€lz;)QtU~C) ml!l 8~~
~u6 qeed~CB, p. 17; that only voiced sounds may be aspirated,
qc'o 9J.& etlJl (!)toJ 9)'& 8~L tol.z;)e:zf 9€lad~ 9J.& e~ud Q9)~
cgQ)<; O~G~rlil, p. 19; and that the nasals of Sinhalese are always
voiceless, e))jJZSl6~ eOJ2:5itil .;.:zfeuZ5"ieZ5"ie) ex; ~ Z5"iI!l • ~25') q~25')J8ZSl

cgQ)<;?Si e~J/l& eCQCB. 6.~~?Si rlil~l.GUZ5'lGz;-)25')~ qee~Je GCQ ~l.CB. p. 18.

The chapter on Morphophonemics or junction features in Sin-
halese (chapter 3), is characteristic of Kumaratunga in its wealth of
detail and particular attention to exceptions, marks a considerable
improvement in comprehensiveness and analytic technique on
traditional grammar as embodied in the Sidat Sangarii and its later
imitations.

It is in the field of syntax, however, that Kumaratunga made
his most important contribution to Sinhalese linguistics. In
phonology, morphology and morphophonemics, he was enlarging
upon the pioneering work of the "father of modern Sinhalese
linguistics", Mudliyar W. F. Gunawardhana. The latter, however, had
only dealt with the first two chapters of the Sidat Sangarii, and
had not dealt at all with the syntax, Unlike Geiger and the
ardent followers of his method of Historical and Comparative Phi-
lology, Kumaratunga was the first to perceive that syntax lay at
the heart of grammar, and that therefore phonological, morpho-
logical and morphophonemic studies were important and necessary
only so far as they enabled the grammarian to describe the syntactic
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combinations into which words may enter, 1. e. the typical syntactic
patterns of the language under analysis.

After a very detailed description of the formal characteristics
of the Sinhalese noun in chapters 6 and 7, Kumaratunga deals with
the syntax of the noun in chapter 8. This chapter deals with the
syntactical relations of the noun with verbs, indeclinables, and with
other nouns. Thus this chapter includes the analysis of subject + predi-
cate sentence patterns. features of concord and agreement, and types
of adverbial, adjectival, and post positional phrases. The three chapters
(6,7 and S}, running into 126 pages, comprise a full-scale study of
the morphology and syntax of the noun in Sinhalese, similar to
the grammatical study of the Sinhalese verb in Kriyd Vivar ana ya,
Once again, the initial definitions are set up on notional grounds,
but the formal features of each category are subsequently dealt
together with adequate illustrations. Thus. in Kr iyi Vivaranaya and
in chapters 6. 7 and 8 of Vydkarana Vivaranaya, Munidasa Kumara-
tunga laid a solid foundation for a descriptive grammar of literary
Sinhalese.

Kamaratunga's account of :5)~H:S' (Indeclinables) in Sinhalese 1 is
also an original contribution to Sinhalese grammatical studies.
The definition of indeclinables in the Sidat Saflgarii- 8c.:l5 Zk~1
el'lJJz:D G'znJz5)~J G'l'lJJl5) G'~G~ z5)OJ zn® -("That which is produced. in
association with, or without, a root is called indeclinable"-i, 39)
is too absurd to deserve any consideration or comment. By con-
trast, Kumaratunga's definition is as formal as any modern linguist
would like it to be: znJ€l G'td (P@:l5Jz:i) 0l'lJ:i (!l'2:5))DZl-f2:5))8 8c.:l~ O~

z5)~J::5l8 ("All words other than nouns and verbs are termed indccli-
nables", p. 282). The sub-division of indeclinables into q?::i)J~c.:li3~Jz:i)

and ~?::i)J~c.:l z5)OJl5)" is based on differences in grammatical function.
The two sub-classes are further sub-divided' on the basis of several
types of criteria-notional, situational and syntactic.

Chapter 13, also an original contribution to Sinhalese grammar,
contains a characteristically detailed study of derivational affixes
in Sinhalese, and the morphophonemic changes consequent upon the
combination of roots with derivational affixes. The importance of
Kumaratunga's analysis becomes evident when we bear in mind the

1 Vyiikara~a Vivara~aya, (Colombo: M. D. Gunasena & Co. Ltd., 2nd Ed., 3rd Imp.
1963) Chapter 12, pp. 21'8-308.

II Ibid., Pl" 2S1-3.
, Ibid, pp, 283-308.
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fact that in the Sidat Sangard and in all other subsequent gramma-
tical treatises. Ced5cn (prefixes) had been classified as e c (free forms
or words). Kumaratunga, correctly, classed prefixes with suffixes,
not with words."

Kumaratunga's chapters on sentence structure in Sinhalese=
represent, perhaps, the weakest parts of the Vydkarana Vivarana ya.
Here, he was obviously influenced to a great extent by contem-
porary text-books on English grammar. a The eight types of sen-
tence elements he sets up for the analysis of sentence structure
(Subject, Extension of Subject, Predicate, Extension of Predicate,
Complement, Extension of Complement, Object, and Enlargement of
Object), the division of sentences into three types (Simple, Com-
plex and Compound), the classification of clauses and phrases, the
chapters on the combination of sentences and "parsing", all resemble
similar analyses in English traditional grammar texts too closely to
indicate any originality. This type of analysis had been, moreover,
attempted in several earlier works on Sinhalese grammar (notably,
A. M. Gunasekera's A Comprehensive Grammar oj the Sinhalese
Language. 1891, and John Blo k's Sinhala Vak ya Ni ti ya, 190_1).

Considered as a comprehensive Sinhalese grammar, Kumaratunga's
Vydk ar ana Vivarana ya cannot, of course, stand up to all the rigorous,
formal-structural requiremen ts of modern linguistics. Most of the
definitions it sets up are based on notional criteria which modern
linguists would totally abjure; its analysis of Sinhalese phonology
contains many inaccuracies; and its chapters on Sinhalese sentence

1 lP(~(e ~~f)"'Jtn6~:!t"':l' CO~~rD ~ ~.:; D~c:I.",d (l>tn,D[ "'Ctnt:\J. ::12>')';)[ aD[ ~9
q~0",d ~m)(lt<m @I!l~. CO"'~(S) ~<'; <!'!IllJD[ "'lGliBl!l IlIJe3~ l)~6:rw IJElC3. ~Ga
(l>",~ e.:O@ll> 9tna~ ~~<,;D25) co:.)tirD'" ~~2S"! O~(It",:f ~O m!. q(S)O (It"'~ "'O~~ 9?lD.:5l
~o<,;C:m 9:l'1~'" ~ O(~?Sl' !)"'l ~r;f~~"'l.
("Certain grammarians consider prefixes too, to be a class of words. Since
prefixes, standing alone, do not convey any meaning, it is unscientific to consider
them to be words. If a prefix. occurring in initial position as part of d com-
pound root is considered a word, then a suffix occurring in final position in a
compound root, too, should be called a word"-Vyiikara~a Vil·aranaya. pp-329-30 .

• Chapters 16, 17, and 18, pp. 375-412.

3 This has been conceded even by some of the chief disciples of Kurnaratunga;
see, for example,

ClIteS ~~r& ~",e2S"! ~ii)~1!l (€h?lD.., eeoJ~'<.:I) e:C;:nl (It(!hQc:rr !:l(3~ ~Sc:rrD' (It.;::n cr.
~",,1) ml!> 't.Gl6e(lt~ 0ii)~Clte 8g~!)s e.a.

("The system introduced by him for the analysis of Sinhalese sentence structure
is the system employed for the analysis of sentence structure in English")

. -Abiram Garnhewayo, in Sitinamaluwe Sumanaratana, op . cit., p 123.
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structure and types of sentences are based quite clearly on
English grammatical structure. Just as the author of the Sidat
Sangard had tried to stretch Sinhalese structure on the Procrustean
bed of Sanskrit and Pali grammar, Kumaratunga tried, in the later
chapters of Vydk arana Vivaranaya, (consciously or otherwise), to fit
Sinhalese grammatical structure into an alien English framework.
However, the detailed chapters on the morphology and syntax of
the noun, the verb, the indeclinables, and derivation in the Vya-
karana Vivaranaya are sufficiently comprehensive and original to
represent a contribution of considerable importance to Sinhalese
linguistic studies.

Although a potential structural linguist, quite III advance of
his age, and passionately interested in his mother tongue and all
linguistic matters, Kumaratunga's belief in the pristine glory and
"purity" of the classical Sinhalese literary language coloured his
theory of, and attitude towards, linguistic analysis. Thus. both his
Vydkarana Vivaranaya and Kriyii Vivaranaya are based, at least for
the greater part. on the linguistic usages and practices of classical
Sinhalese writers from the 12th century up to about the 15th cen-
tury; the occasional concessions he makes to contemporary usage
are usually relegated to footnotes". These two works cannot even
be considered to be synchronic studies of classical Sinhalese, because
Kumaratunga includes examples from contemporary colloquial usage,
too, wherever such illustrations suit his particular purpose", Strangely
enough, while thus accepting both classical Sinhalese literary usage
as well as contemporary colloquial usage, Kumaratunga presistently
refused to give primary place to the literary usage of the vast
majority of his contemporaries. His obsession with certain (now
obsolete) features of classical literary Sinhalese" (e. g. the prescrip-
tive use of en and the use of the suffix -~tsJ with inanimate nouns),

.1 cf. note 3, p. 166.

II See pp. 206, 207, 301, 302, 306, for examples from non-literary, purely colloquial
usage.

S Kumaratunga's ideal of liter ary style is implcit in the following statement from
an unsigned article titled 'Contemporary Sinhalese' in Subasa, Vol. 1, No.3,
August 7, 1939:

'tllDS@1 ~l:Ii)J~0 1D1e~~at~ ate ~8~,,63 Cm~' ~lm~B(lD,(i!JElI'3). ~@),,0 q(lDS@1
8'lDC"t 1'3 l/il"zfem at~Zl c"d l:Ii)0~1:i1i'\"J 0~'GD. 8'lDC"Cl!!)1 €l~ ~ S'lD"
C2lil~ ~ 8'lDC,,0 q,e:le<i>6"t1t ~ 8'lDC~"Sl ~<i>J~lD:1Zlzf i'\6~c! 0!SJJClt ~~z1~,~
"q," "ls.'~ asa @e4 ~"0~Zl i'\", "t.

("The highest position is held by the literary style which is similar to the
language employed in the present article. This is called the best Sinhalese,
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his static view of language ", his haughty, dictatorial. uncompromis-
ing attitude towards his critics and opponents.", and his intemperate
attacks on almost all his foremost fellow-writers, resulted in
Kumaratunga's being cut off (except for a small group of his
ardent admirers who comprised the Hela Havula) from the mainstream
of contemporary literary activity. The inevitable result of this
isolation was that Kumaratunga's substantial achievement in the field of
Sinhalese linguistics (like that of Mudliyar W. P. Gunawardhana be-
fore him) did not receive the importance and the appreciation it
rightfully deserved. Nevertheless, it is sufficient testimony to
Kumaratunga's greatness that even at the 'present time. with four
Universities providing facilities for linguistic training in Ceylon, an
adequate. comprehensive and complete grammar of the Sinhalese
language (spoken or wri Lten) remains yet unwritten, more than 30
years after Munidasa Kumaratunga attempted the task for the first
time.

not for any other reason, but because it uses correctly, and in the appropriate
places, the sound "tfi", which is the distinctive mark of Sinhalese, a pride to
the Sinhalese, and which clarifies many ambiguous instances").

1 Kurnaratunga believed that linguistic change was the result of the 'corruption'
of the language at the hands of the 'illiterate' villagers, and that it had to
be resisted as far as possible; cf.

me e)i8<-'3Gcs:r :ISlC) <-'Z> <-'Z> tlt:lC) C<-,25f @e,) c.oe)mznD ZSli!5f 2:llb"W3!5f q(O~ ~ie@mem
::i3:me I!'>t Gm3m @~<-,z;:j.

("If we try to change the language of the learned in accordance with the
mode of speech of the viltagers.the ultimate result will be nonsense"-Subasa, Vol. 1,
No.5, July 24.1939; and "If such a form (i. e. z;:jz;:jgO) occurs, it must be amongst
those to whom Sinhalese is a language very loosely adopted"-Ibid., Sept. 4, 1939.

II cf', "You ask me to give my authorities. Well, let me frankly tell you that
I am my authority, Nose-ropes are meant for the bull not for the man. If you
ask Einstein to quote his authorities the poor man will simply be nonplussed"-The
Helio, Vol. I, No, I, August 29, 1941.
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